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Doug Tody visits Starlink 

Doug Tody, head of the IRAF group at NOAO, 
Tucson, visited the UK in April 1996 at the invitation 
of Starlink. He spoke at the National Astronomy 
Meeting in Liverpool, and then gave talks to Starlink's 
two largest concentrations of IRAF users (at Oxford 
and Cambridge). 

After this, he worked with Starlink Project staff at 
RAL on  software interoperability, and 
on the adoption by IRAF of various i tems of Starlink's 

 software. 

Starlink's  with IRAF was described in 
some detail in the last issue of this Bulletin. One 
aspect of this is the existence of an IRAF mirror site 
at RAL, giving the community access to the latest 
IRAF software and Web pages. 

The photo on the left shows Doug (at the keyboard) 
working at RAL with Starlink Project Manager 
Patrick Wallace (standing) and Systems Programmer 
Dave Terrett (sitting). 
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Editorial 

It 's been nine months since the last issue of this 
Bulletin in December 1995. The reason is tha t we have 
decided to reschedule its publication to January and 
September of each year. This means tha t future issues 
will be separated by four-month and eight-month gaps. 
The asymmetry is caused by Starlink's software plan-
ning cycle which leads to most of its software being re-
leased towards the end of a calendar year. Thus, the 
amount of "News" generated within Starlink in the first 
8 months of a year is similar to tha t generated in the last 
4 months . The new arrangement should lead to more 
balanced Bulletin sizes in future. 

This summer saw the end of Philip Dufton's term 
of office as the first chairman of the Starlink Panel, the 
11th meeting of which was held on 9th July. The Star-
link Panel was set up as a result of the "Willmore" Re-
view of Starlink which reported in 1992, and held its 
first meeting on 22nd March 1993. An innovation which 
Phil introduced was to give a talk at Starlink's Annual 
General Meeting. This was much appreciated by the 
host of Starlink Site Managers who a t tend these events. 
The new chairman has not been announced at the t ime 
of writing, but will be reported in the next issue. 

A significant new development within Starlink has 
been the production of its first CD (at the moment we 
have no plans to stick these on the front of computer 
magazines). This contains a subset of the Starlink Soft-
ware Collection and is related to the adoption by Star-
link of the P C as one of its supported hardware plat-
forms. No, it doesn't run under Windows 95; it runs 
under Linux, a Unix tha t has become widespread in the 
astronomical community, and which turns a P C into a 
fully-fledged Unix workstation. This work is described 
in more detail in the articles below and on page 3. 

PCs 
Starl ink 's support for PCs was first mentioned in 

December 1995, in the letter announcing the fourth op-
portuni ty to bid for Starlink replacements and upgrades 

 Since then, Site Managers and the Starlink 
Panel have both considered P C support and the present 
policy has been published in S G P / 4 9 (available on the 
web via Starl ink's home page, on paper from your Site 
Manager, or on your screen if you type  sgp49). 

In summary, this first policy minimizes the extra 
workload falling on Site Managers and on RAL staff, 
and provides for PCs running Linux (a flavour of Unix) 
to be integrated into existing systems. The PCs will 
be run as multi-user Unix workstations, alongside ex-
isting Sun and DE C workstations, and will run much 
the same applications software as the present Sun and 
DEC machines: Starlink packages, IRAF, and  
for example. Such PCs can be included in bids in re-

Starlink's software and documentat ion work over 
the last two years was strongly influenced by the re-
sults of a Software Questionnaire, which was circulated 
in 1994. This exercise was repeated in the spring of 
this year when a new Software Questionnaire was dis-
tr ibuted to our users, of which there are now nearly 
2000. We received back 513 completed forms, which is 
similar to the excellent response we had in 1994. Of the 
513 returns, 443 were from users who are categorised 
as Research Users. This represents a high return rate 
of 38% from our largest and most impor tan t group of 
users. This valuable and significant da ta has now been 
analysed and the results are being prepared for publica-
tion. Some of the highlights are presented on pages 25 
to 27. 

Starlink Software is currently the subject of a re-
view by the Starlink Panel. This is a successor to 
the Review of Starlink Operations which was conducted 
last s u m m e r / a u t u m n . The Starlink Software St ra tegy 
Groups have writ ten cases to justify continued suppor t 
of each Starlink Software Item. The implications of any 
proposed withdrawal of support for part icular i tems will 
be considered. 

Six articles in this Bulletin describe recent advances 
tha t have been made in specific i tems of the Starlink 
Software Collection. These are: IMG, a subrout ine li-
brary tha t provides simple access to images of different 
formats (page 5); RV, which calculates radial velocity 
corrections (page 10); PERIOD, a package to analyse 
t ime series (page 12); FIGARO, a general d a t a reduc-
tion system which excels in reducing spectroscopic da ta 
(pages 16 and 19); KAPPA, an image processing and 
da ta visualisation package (page 20); and P O L M A P , 
which analyses linear spectropolarimetry da t a (page 23). 

Mike Lawden, Starlink, RAL  

sponse to the upcoming  Starlink's Linux soft-
ware is also available for existing  PCs , and 

 machines can be adopted to become "part-
Starlink" if desired (see SGP/49) . 

There are several reasons why Starlink has s tar ted 
to provide support for the PC/L inu x platform, as out-
lined in S G P / 4 9 . One of the main reasons is tha t PCs 
offer high performance at low cost. We have run most 
of the Starlink benchmark suite on a Pentium-based P C 
(120MHz, 32Mbyte RAM, PCI bus) and have found tha t 
the applications run at least 30% faster than SPEC-

 would predict. In comparison with existing hard-
ware, a P C offers more performance than a SPARC 10 
workstation, at a cost of less than £2K, before VAT, for 
a fully configured machine. 

Chris Clayton, Starlink, RAL  
John Sherman, Starlink, RAL jcs@star.rl.ac.uk 
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Starlink software store 

Until recently there were only two ways to obtain 
Starlink Software: 

• The whole Collection on magnetic tape. 

• Selected items by anonymous  

Both methods were by request only. 
Starlink has now introduced the Starlink  

Store. This is a new service which lets you 'shop' on 
the World Wide Web for the bits of Starlink software 
that you want. 

Only a subset of Starlink software is available in 
the Store at present. However, this includes all the in-
frastructure libraries, together with several application 
packages and utilities, such as FIGARO,  and 
SPECDRE. In general, the software is available for all 
three of the supported platforms (see below), although 
some items have not yet been ported to Linux. The 
Store web pages will  you what is available. 

The Software Store may be accessed via the main 
Starlink Home Page ( h t t p : / / s t a r - w w w . r l . a c . u k / ) . 
Follow the links Software, and Software Store. This 
leads to an introductory page describing the distribu-
tion policy and installation procedure. It also contains 
a link to the list of available software. This list tells you 
about the latest additions, and gives you access to the 
software itself through the links Subroutine Libraries, 
Applications and User Interfaces, and Utilities. These 
pages list the available software items alphabetically, 
and include links to documentation for each item so 
you can find out more about it before you request it. 

If you want a particular item, click on its name. 
This leads you to a form which lets you specify the 
particular format in which you want that item. The 
choices offered are a combination of: 

P l a t f o r m : 
• Digital Unix 
• Solaris 2 
• Linux 

C o m p o n e n t s : 
• Source only 
• Run-time only 
• Source and Run-time 

Applications and Utilities are only available in 'Run-
time only' format. Subroutine libraries are also avail-
able in other formats. 

Having selected a format, you then send your re-
quest by clicking the 'Submit' button on the form. If 
the software item you request needs other items in order 
to work, you will be told what these are. If you already 
have them you can indicate that you don't want them, 
otherwise they will be included in the package sent to 

you. A further click on a 'submit' button sends the 
complete request to the server at RAL. 

In response,  shell archive is provided for you to 
down-load to your disk. (A shell archive is a shell script 
which contains within itself the required files, together 
with commands to unpack them.) When executed, the 
shell archive asks you where you want to put the soft-
ware, and then proceeds to unpack and install it. The 
software is then ready to run. 

Each package comes complete with its documenta-
tion. (Hard copy may also be obtained via the docu-
ment links on the Software Store pages.) 

The software in the Software Store will be updated 
as part of the normal Starlink software release process, 
so it should be the same version as that installed at 
Starlink sites. 

Martin  Starlink, RAL ussc@star.rl.ac.uk 

Starlink Linux C D - R O M 

The article on page 2 outlines Starlink's support for 
PCs running Linux. The present article describes the 
Starlink software currently available for such systems, 
and how you can obtain a copy. 

At present, all the Starlink infrastructure libraries 
have been ported to Linux, and the astronomical ap-
plications are being ported. The later job, whilst not 

 because of the way the applications have been 
written, is also not trivial for a number of reasons, in-
cluding: 

• The Linux compilers are less tolerant of the VMS-
style extensions used in some of the Fortran source 
code than compilers on other systems, for example 
the Suns. 
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• Starlink's NAG licence does not cover its use under 
Linux. (As Starlink applications are being recoded 
to eliminate NAG for this and other reasons, this 
is a diminishing problem.) 

A C D - R O M (Version 1.1, dated 19th July 1996) 
has been published which contains the Starlink infras-
tructure, software development tools, and five Starlink 
applications (F IGARO, S P E C D R E ,  KAPPA, 
and CATAPP) , and this is fully described in SUN/212. 
While this CD is targeted part ly towards software de-
velopers, the range of initial user applications has led to 
its title: Starlink Linux Software - Spectroscopy Issue. 

This C D - R O M contains live file-systems which 
can be run under most Linux systems for evaluation 
purposes, without any use of a local disk  but , natu-
rally, with some performance penalty. When used on 
personal PC systems it is expected tha t selected soft-
ware will be copied onto a local disk, and the software 
packaging has been designed to allow this, while min-
imising the disk space required. The CD also contains 
a full reference set of the Starlink documentat ion in a 
number of formats (including hypertext for those doc-
uments available in this form). 

The initial C D - R O M was made using recordable 
media which, for cost and duplication reasons, means 
that normally only one copy will be provided for each 
Starlink site on request from the local Site Manager. In-
terested Starlink users should consult their Site Man-
ager to arrange to borrow this copy, while other as-
tronomical users should contact the Project at RAL 
(Kevin Duffey,  Future CD 
releases will contain a wider range of applications 
PONGO, PISA, and CCDPACK are being worked on 
at present - and once demand is sufficient we will use 
commercial duplication to make more copies. 

As well as the CD, Starl ink's Linux software is also 
available on-line via the "Software Store," in the same 
way as our Solaris and Digital Unix software. The Soft-
ware Store is described on page 3. 

Brian  Starlink, RAL bkm@star.rl.ac.uk 

What is  

Recently, there has been a lot of discussion within 
Starlink about Linux. Some users may be wondering 
what all the hype is about . 

Linux is a version of Unix which runs on P C hard-
ware and which, with its X-windows user interface, can 
be made to look and feel almost identical to a Sun or 
DEC Unix workstation. 

Although Linux is usually referred to in conjunc-
tion with 386 /486 /Pen t ium machines, it also runs on, 
or is currently being ported to , other architectures (e.g. 
DEC Alpha, Sun SPARC, MIPS, PowerPC, and Pow-
erMAC). 

Why bother with Linux? 

A few years ago, Starlink chose to move heavily 
into the Unix /RISC market , at least in par t , due to 
their favourable price/performance rat io. At this t ime, 
PC hardware (Intel 386/486 processors) lagged some 
way behind the new Unix hot-boxes. PCs have since 
caught up, with the latest Pent ium Pro 200MHz ma-
chines having a performance similar to mid-range Sun 
and DEC machines. One impor tant feature of P C hard-
ware is its cost. You can buy a powerful Pent ium Pro 
P C for around £2k, whereas the equivalent Sun or DEC 
machine will be 2-3 times tha t figure. 

PCs are now powerful workstations in their own 
right. 

It should also be noted tha t Linux runs quite hap-
pily on common-or-garden 486 PCs tha t many of us 
have at work or home. In fact, a lot of early Starlink 
Software port ing was carried out on jus t such a ma-
chine. This makes Linux an at tractive option for older 
PCs. 

Starlink policy on the support of the Linux oper-
ating system on PCs is outlined in S G P / 4 9 . 

W h a t else makes this new platform attractive? 
Many astronomical packages are already available for 
the PC/L inu x platform, such as IRAF,  and parts 
of the Starlink Software Collection. This means tha t as-
tronomers now have the ability to work on their home 
PCs as they would on Starlink Unix workstations at 
work using the same software. (The Linux Starlink 
Software CD-ROM, and how to obtain a copy, is de-
scribed on page 3.) 

How does Linux differ from other Unix systems? 

Large corporate Unix operating systems are de-
veloped behind closed doors by a coordinated software 
team which generally produces a new release every few 
(6) months . You pay for support and the product is 
(mostly) stable. In contrast, Linux is developed by lit-
erally thousands of people in the public domain and 
is constantly being updated. This sounds like a recipe 
for complete confusion; however, the process works ex-
tremely well. 

There are two different tracks you can be on. The 
first rides the wave of development at the "bleeding-
edge" and produces new kernels (the core of the op-
erating system) with new developments to be tested. 
Once these developments have become stable, they are 
integrated into the second track which produces a sta-
ble kernel. The Starlink Software Collection was ported 
to the stable version 1.2.13 of the kernel. Version 2.0.0 
was released in June this year, and the latest release 
(at going to press) is 2.0.15. 

Which Linux distribution? 

There are a number of popular Linux distributions. 
Starlink initially used the Slackware distribution, but 
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the emphasis has since moved to RedHat. There are ar-
guments for and against selecting a particular distribu-
tion. RedHat was believed to contain a better package-
management tool, and can be upgraded more easily. 

You can buy various distributions from a number 
of companies on CD-ROM, or copy (or even install di-
rectly) from an F T P archive. The cost of a CD dis-
t r ibut ion is usually a few tens of pounds and includes 
instructions on installing the system as well as archives 
of popular software. 

The Starlink Software Collection should work on 
all distr ibutions, provided they have a reasonably up-
to-date kernel. The currently supported release of 
Hat is 3.0.3 (Picasso). 

Linux is copyrighted by Linus B. Torvalds and 
other contributors, and is freely redistributable under 
the terms of the GNU Public License (GPL) . The X 
interface comes from the XFree86 organisation. 

Any Questions? 

If you have any queries about running Linux or 
questions about hardware compatibility, please email 
Dave Rawlinson ( d j r Q s t a r . r l . a c . u k ) . 

There is also a Linux conference in Starlink Forum 
( h t t p  

I'll anticipate your first question: Linux is pro-
nounced with a soft "i" as in "win", not as in "wine." 

Dave Rawlinson, Starlink, RAL  

 - Opening the door on image access 

Over the years, many people have felt the need to 
create their own image processing programs. They have 
ranged from the few hardy types who invented the da ta 
formats we know and love (NDF, FITS, IRAF, Figaro, 
etc), to the more modest majority who have to wrestle 
with these formats and the various ways of accessing 
them. Some people, perhaps, still have private image 
formats of their own. 

''Wouldn't it be nice... ", we've been told,  
 tuas just one way of accessing an image - no mat-

ter where it came from?" 

Well now there  It takes the form of a subrou-
tine library, called IMG, designed for easy use by the 
majori ty of astronomers. IMG offers enormous flexi-
bility by giving straightforward, no-nonsense access to 
most of the mains t ream astronomical da ta formats. As 
a bonus, it can also be used from both the Fortran and 
C programming languages. 

Simple image access 

For example, accessing an input image " in" uses 
just one call: 

CALL   

  s t a t u s ) ; (C) 

and writing a new image "out" (initialised with a copy 
of " i n " ) is jus t one more call: 

  

 , "out" , ip, status) ; 

You are not restricted to  "images" either. 
Spectra and da ta cubes can be accessed in the same 
way, just by adding the number of dimensions to the 
routine name (two dimensions being the default): 

CALL  
CALL  

 , n p i x , i p , s t a t u s ) ; 
 

Also, you can use whatever da ta type you like by simply 
adding a further character to the routine name: 

CALL  
CALL  
CALL  

 
 
 

In this example, we access a DOUBLE PRECISION 
(double in C) spectrum, an I N T E G E R (int) image, and 
an INTEGER*2 (short) cube. The default is REAL 
(float in C). 

Fortran program 

As a simple example of a complete IMG program, 
consider the following. It gets an image, works out its 
mean value, and writes this value out: 

SUBROUTINE MEAN(ISTAT) 

* Get the input  
CALL  

* Derive the mean and write it out. 
CALL  

* Free the image. 
CALL  
END 

* This routine does all the work. 
SUBROUTINE  
REAL  
SUM =0.0 
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DO 1 J=1,NY 
DO 2  

SUM = SUM + IMAGE(I,J) 
2 CONTINUE 
1 CONTINUE 

  = ' ,SUM/REAL(NX*NY) 
END 

Note that the "program" is actually a subroutine with 
an INTEGER argument, so that it can work with the 
Starlink Software Environment. To work with images 
of any size, it also uses the  cheat to make the 
image look like an adjustable dimension array. 

C Program 

Here is exactly the same program written in C: 

void mean_(int   
f l o a t *ip,sum = O.Of ; 
i n t  ; 

/ * Get the input  */ 
 

/ * Derive the mean and w r i t e i t ou t . */ 
for ( i=0; i<nx*ny; i++) sum += i p [ i ] ; 
pr intf("Mean =  sum/(nx*ny)); 

/* Free the image. */ 
 

In C, using a pointer to access the image is more nat-
ural, but on the other hand arrays cannot have ad-

 dimensions as they can in Fortran. 

Accessing different data formats 

You may have noticed that we haven't yet men-
tioned data formats, and that 's because to a large ex-
tent they aren't important. 

When your program asks for an image, IMG goes 
to great lengths to deliver exactly what you asked for. 
If the input data aren't quite right, it converts them 
into the form you want. This may involve running a 
"driver" - a program which grants access to a particular 

 format - but you shouldn't need to worry about 
this because a selection of standard drivers is available 
simply by  

 convert 

This command enables your IMG programs to access 
Figaro  IRAF, and FITS files, plus a few others, 
in addition to the default Starlink NDF format. You 
could then run the "mean" program (above) and give 
it the name of a data  in any of these formats: 

 mean 
IN - Input image >  
Mean = 108.3154 
 

Whichever format you have, the result is the same. 
Only if you had the same file in two formats (for ex-
ample  sdf" and "myimage.  would you 
need to distinguish them by adding ". imh" to the name. 

In fact, this facility is not unique to the IMG li-
brary and is becoming available in many Starlink ap-
plications, most recently Figaro (see the article on page 
16). For the more experienced programmer, who per-
haps has data in a private format, this opens the pos-
sibility of writing a "driver" to allow existing Starlink 
software to operate on those data. 

Header items 

Of course, most astronomical data have additional 
values associated with them in the form of "header 
items," and no description of data access would be 
complete without mentioning these. Characteristically, 
IMG makes it all very straightforward. For example, to 
read a header item you might use: 

CALL HDR_INR('IN','  

  

which would return the value of the airmass header 
item (if one exists) for image "in." 

Writing header items is also simple: 

CALL   
'Captain  

 ","OBSERVER","Our Hero",-
  

Further reading 

A full description of the IMG library can be found 
in SUN/160. This contains further details and instruc-
tions on how to link your programs which you should 
read before getting started. 

The more adventurous can discover how to pro-
vide access to new data formats by reading SSN/20. 
Alternatively, if you think there is a format we should 
consider supporting "as standard," then please contact 
either of the authors. 

(You can read documents like SUN/160 and SSN/20 
on the web by following the link Documents on Star-
link's home page h t tp: / / s tar-www.r l .ac .uk/ . ) 

Peter Draper, Durham P.W.Draper@durham.ac.uk 
Rodney Warren-Smith, Starlink, RAL rfws@star.rl.ac.uk 
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Ten years ago 

The year 1986 saw the beginning of a sudden spurt 
in the number of Starlink sites, which nearly doubled 
in a couple of years. Three sites s tar ted operation in 
tha t year: St. Andrews, Preston (now the University 
of Central Lancashire), and Southampton . These were 
the first new sites to be equipped with  VAX com-
puters from DEC. 

Three people who still work for Starlink also joined 
us ten years ago. These are Malcolm Currie (Appli-
cations Programmer at RAL), Roger Stapleton (Site 
Manager at St Andrews), and Brian  wrath (ini-
tially Site Manager at Jodrell Bank, but now working 
on infrastructure software support at  

In 1996, Starlink circulated a large questionnaire 
among its users to discover what they  about its 
software and documentat ion. It is interesting to note 
tha t this t radit ion of eliciting information from users 
by means of questionnaires started ten years ago with 
a more general one which was entitled Future Possibili-
ties for Starlink. The response rate was extraordinarily 
high - 69% of eligible users returned forms - and the 
results were very valuable for guiding Starlink's devel-
opment. As usual, some of the questions seem quaint 
to modern eyes, and illustrate the rate at which tech-
nology has marched forward in the last decade. For 
example, question 2.11 asked: Should we provide laser 
printers and software so that high quality documenta-
tion can be produced directly by Starlink users? You will 
be relieved to hear tha t most of the respondents were 
in favour of this radical idea, al though 13.7% said tha t 
it should be forbidden! 

Finally, on 24th September 1986, the first release 
took place of a software environment called ADAM. 
The name has changed to the less catchy Starlink 
frastructure Software Libraries, but the software itself 
now underpins a large par t of Starlink's current astro-
nomical software, so i t 's a significant 10th anniversary. 

Mike Lawden, Starlink, RAL mdl@star.rl.ac.uk 

Comings and goings 

During the period December 1995 to September 
1996 there have been 5 comings and 4 goings. As usual, 
the latest details about Starlink staff are printed on the 
back cover of this Bulletin. 

Comings 

J o h n D e a c o n is the new manager of the UCL 
node, replacing Adrian Fish. Previously he was assis-
tant site manager at UCL. 

J o n a t h a n S m o k e r has joined the Cambridge 
node as one if its t eam of site managers , replacing Steve 
 

R i c h a r d F r e w i n is the new manager of the Q M W 
node, replacing Kevin Richardson. 

Mark B u c k l e y has joined the Project Team at 
RAL as a programmer. His work will compensate for 
the increasing amount of t ime tha t David Terrett is now 
spending on the Gemini Project. 

 M c K a y is the new assistant to the site 
manager at Belfast. 

Goings 

S t e v e P e r c i v a l was one of the Cambridge site 
managers from March 1990. He has been seconded to 
work with UKERNA. 

K e v i n R i c h a r d s o n was site manager at Q M W 
from October 1988. He has moved to the University of 
Westminster. 

 M e y e r d i e r k s was an application program-
mer at ROE  November   was particularly 
associated with the FIGARO package. 

P h i l i p D u f t o n finished his term as chairman of 
the Starlink Panel in July 1996. This loss to Starlink 
is also noted in the Editorial. 

 Lawden, Starlink, RAL mdl@star.rl.ac.uk 

New products 

The products released as part of the Starlink Soft-
ware Collection (SSC) during the period 15th December 
1995 to 6th September 1996 inclusive (releases 144 to 
176) are summarised in the Table shown opposite. 

The left and centre panels show names and de-
scriptions of the software i tems tha t have been released, 
together with a code indicating the newly released doc-
uments (if any) associated with tha t i tem. In the right 
panel, an alphabetical list of the released i tems is shown 
under the heading "Items Released," followed by a clas-
sification code. 

Some newly released documents are not associated 
with any of the listed software i tems. These are shown 
separately under the heading "Other Documents." 

In the Table, the names of software i tems and doc-
uments which are completely new (rather than jus t up-
dates of previous versions) are shown in bold type. For 
software items, "new" means tha t the i tem is a new 
addition to the Unix version of the Starlink Software 
Collection. Some of these i tems may be "old" from a 
user's perspective in tha t they may have existed previ-
ously in the old VMS version of the Collection, or they 
may have been imported from external sources. 

You can keep in touch with the latest Starlink soft-
ware and document releases by following the links Soft-
ware and Documents in the Starlink Project 's web page 
(h t tp  

Mike Lawden, Starlink, RAL mdl@star.rl.ac.uk 
Martin  Starlink, RAL ussc@star.rl.ac.uk 

mailto:ussc@star.rl.ac.uk
mailto:mdl@star.rl.ac.uk
mailto:mdl@star.rl.ac.uk
http://www.rl.ac.uk/
mailto:mdl@star.rl.ac.uk


Name Description Documents 

Packages 

P2: Image Processing & Photometry 
ESP Extended surface photometry SUN/180 
KAPPA Image processing  
PISA Position, intensity & shape SUN/109 

 Spectroscopy 
 Display & plotting SUN/50 

ECHOMOP Echelle data reduction SUN/152 
FIGARO General data reduction SUN/86 
SPECDRE Data reduction SUN/140 

P4: Time Series & Polarimetry 
PERIOD Time series analysis SUN/167 SSN/25 
POLMAP Linear spectropolarimetry SUN/204 
TSP Time series & polarimetry 

P7: Specific Instruments 
CCDPACK CCD SUN/139 
IRCAMDR   SUN/41 
  SG/3,7 SUN/37 MUD/45 
REPACK ROSAT (wide-field camera ) SUN/208 

 Format Conversion 
CONVERT Format conversion SUN/55 

 Graphics 
PONGO Interactive plotting SUN/137 

Utilities 

Ul: Astronomical Utilities 
COCO Coordinate conversion 
FORMLOAD Electronic form filler SUN/22 
OBSERVE Check star observability SUN/146 
RPS Submit ROSAT proposals SUN/18 
RV Radial velocity correction SUN/78 

U2: General Utilities 
DOCFIND Starlink document search 
XDISPLAY X-windows display setup SUN/129 

U3: Document Preparation 
HTX Hypertext utilities 

 Starlink to HTML converter SUN/199 
TEX Document typesetting 

U4: Programming Support 
 X Library Unking  

Name Description Documents 

Subroutine Libraries 
 Astronomical & Mathematical 

NAG  maths & statistics SUN/28 
SLALIB Positional astronomy SUN/67 

S2: Data Access & Management 
ARD 
GRP 
IMG 
NDF 

Region description language SUN/183 
Object group management SUN/150 
Simple image data access SUN/160 
Access NDF objects 

S3: Graphics 
GKS 

S4: Other 
CHR 
CNF 
HLP 
 

EXPECT 
 
EMIT 
SAE 

Low-level graphics SUN/83 

Character handling 
C/Fortran programming SUN/209 
Interactive help system 
Parameter/communications 

Infrastructure (I) 
User emulation 
ADAM command language 
Starlink initialisation files 
Environment base files 

Name Description Documents 

Items Released 
ARD S2 IUEDR P7 
CCDPACK P7 KAPPA P2 
CHR S4 NAG  
CNF S4 NDF S2 
  OBSERVE  
CONVERT P8  S4 
DIPSO P3 PERIOD P4 
DOCFIND U2 PISA P2 
ECHOMOP P3 POLMAP P4 
ESP P2 PONGO P10 
EXPECT I REPACK P7 
FIGARO P3 RPS  
FORMLOAD  RV  
GKS S3 SAE I 
GRP S2 SLALIB  
HLP S4 SPECDRE P3 
HTX U3 STAR2HTML U3 
ICL I STARX U4 
IMG S2 TEX U3 
 I TSP P4 
IRCAMDR P7 XDISPLAY U2 

Other Documents 
1. Associated with software items: 

ADAM - Unix version 3.2  
 - Cookbook MUD/101 
 - Astronomical image processing system SUN/207 

 - Catalogue & table manipulation library  
CURSA - Catalogue & table manipulation SUN/190 
MNRAS - Latex style guide for authors MUD/132 
MNRAS - Plain Tex style guide for authors MUD/133 
SYSTUNE - Monitoring & tuning  SSN/30 

 - Cookbook MUD/164 
XpressWare installation User's guide SSN/36 

2. General: 

Echelle data reduction cookbook SC/3 
Introduction to Echelle Spectroscopy SG/9 
Starlink site manager's guide SGP/25 
Starlink - Support for astronomical computing  
Starlink's software work during 1995 SGP/46 
Starlink software priorities for 1996 SGP/48 
Starlink's support for PCs SGP/49 
Starlink benchmarking utility  User's manual SSN/23 
Starlink security SSN/37 
Starlink User's Guide SUG 
Starlink software collection SUN/1 
Unix - An introduction  
Starlink Linux software CD-ROM 1.1 SUN/212 

13/09/96   

file:///data/pm4/bul


xrv: Radial  of Observer's Velocity 

Observatory (by  Output   Help  

| Observatory AAT 

Output  

 

 

i    1985 10 21 

15 21 49.2 

 

Dec.  

 

-54 56     

Obse  t o r i e s 
GBVA140 Greenbank 140 foot 
GBVA3Û0 Greenbank 30Û foot 

 Harvard College Observatory  
 Haute Provence  metre 
 Haute Provence 1,93  

JCMT  15 metre 
J0DRELL1  Bank 250 foot 

 Keck 10m Telescope #1 

OK 

Cancel 

      

Figure 1. An example of the X-windows interface to RV, the Starlink program which calculates radial velocity 
corrections. 

A face-lift for RV 

Pat Wallace's program RV (SUN/78), which is used to calculate radial velocity corrections, has just had a face 
lift. An X-windows interface is now available, and can be invoked as an alternative to the traditional version by using 
the command xrv instead of rv. 

The new interface features an observatory browser and entry boxes for all required parameters. However, despite 
the new look, the same old reliable RV is still used behind the scenes to calculate the corrections and hence you will 
get identical results, regardless of whether you use the new or the traditional interface. 

This enhancement is intended mainly as a demonstration of how one can add a graphical user interface (GUI) to 
a terse, free-standing application without any modification to the source code. RV's companion applications COCO 
and ASTROM, which are similarly terse in style, could be provided with GUIs if there was any demand from users. 

Chris Clayton Starlink, RAL cac@star.rl.ac.uk 

Site manager's golden anniversary meeting 

Three times a year, Starlink's Site Managers get together to compare notes. The latest meeting was at Southamp-
ton at the beginning of July. It was rather special because it was the 50th one in the series: a "Golden Anniversary." 

The first one was held on 25th October 1979 at RAL. Any further information about it appears to have been 
lost to history - is there anyone out there with a copy of the minutes? 

In those early days they were called "Site Representative's Meetings" instead of "Site Manager's Meetings" and 
I still have the notes I took at the second one held on 14th February 1980. There were 13 people present compared 
with the 40 or so who turned up at Southampton. 

A cake was baked especially for the golden anniversary meeting by Mrs Wallace. The cake, and some of the 
people who ate it, are shown in the photos (shown opposite) taken at the event. Starlink's continuing quest for cost 
savings was reflected in the use of six rather than fifty candles, selectively ignited to read 110010. 

 Lawden, RAL, Starlink mdl@star.   uk 
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Figu re 1. Starlink site managers and Project staff enjoy themselves during tea break at the 50th Starlink Site 
Manager's Meeting. This took place at Southampton University on 3rd July 1996. 
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PERIOD - The essential periodicity search 
software 

If you are searching for periodicities in your data, 
then the new Unix release of the highly respected pack-
age PERIOD is just what you need. Many of you 
will already be familiar with the VMS version that Vik 
Dhillon (La Palma) wrote and will be aware that it is 
extremely easy to use on any type of data, be it radial 
velocity, X-ray, or even gravitational waves. Until now, 
the only limitation on its use has been that it was not 
available under Solaris or OSF. This has now changed, 
and that is not all. 

Porting PERIOD to Unix allowed Vik and I to 
grade the code considerably, making it even more ro-
bust, accurate, and simple to use. We also grabbed the 
opportunity to extend the functionality to allow FITS 

 files to be read as input. This means that users 
working with data from sources such as ROSAT, EX-

 AT, VELA, or  will find life much easier as 
PERIOD will act directly upon their data without the 
need for any conversion process. Indeed, for a num-
ber of users, PERIOD is now an essential part of their 
software arsenal. 

What does  do? 

To whet your appetite, Figure 1 shows some noisy 
cyclical data and Figure 2 shows a  gener-
ated from it by PERIOD. The application successfully 
identified the 2 periodicities in the data. The time taken 
to do this was around 2 minutes from sitting down at 
the terminal. In a recent trial, a completely new user 
was able to get his first periodogram out within 5 min-
utes by following the examples given. 

For those of you unfamiliar with PERIOD, it em-
ploys a simple menu-driven package with help available 
from the menu at any time. Operations that may be 
undertaken from the menus include: 

Input and output 

• Reading raw data from both ASCII tables and 
FITS format OGIP files. 

• Storing calculated fits in a log file. 
• Outputting power spectra to ASCII files. 
• Outputting modelled/modified data. 
• Invoking the QDP plotting/fitting package 

(allows labelling). 

Examining the data 

• Generating a power spectrum showing peri-
odicities. 

• Folding the data on a given period. 
• Fitting sine curves to the input data. 
• Setting data points to unity to investigate 

spectral leakage. 

Manipulating the raw data 

• Removing background trends in the data via 
polynomial fits. 

• Creating test data. 
• Adding noise to data. 
• Adding or subtracting known periods to/from 

the data. 

The bulk of the serious computational work is carried 
out by a group of routines that employ a variety of 
sophisticated techniques that search the data for pe-
riodicities - even when the data points are unequally 
spaced. The software has been written so that a user 
need not have in-depth knowledge of any of the meth-
ods employed, but may employ them as black-boxes. 
These include: 

• Chi-squared analysis of a folded sine fit versus fre-
quency. 

• Cleaned and Discrete Fourier power spectra. 

• Phase dispersion minimization (PDM Stellingwerf). 

•  normalized periodograms. 

• String-length (Dworetsky) versus frequency esti-
mates. 

• Calculating periods from the periodogram. 

• Calculating estimate significance. 

It is worth remembering that significance estimates/for 
periods derived by most methods are notoriously un-
reliable, hence special effort has been expended in the 
current version of PERIOD to ensure that the Fisher 
Randomisation method (as per Nemec 1985), one of the 
best regarded, is employed. 

Where to find out more 

A document  is available which de-
scribes in detail how the applications work and how 
they may be used. It includes a lengthy technical ref-
erence section for those wishing to see inside the black-
boxes. An important feature of the document is a sim-
ple step-by-step account of a realistic analysis session 
which will allow readers to get working immediately on 
their data. A further document (SSN/25), is available 
for system managers describing, in detail, the simple 
installation process. 

There is a web page for PERIOD at h t t p : / / -
 
where the latest developments will be announced. If 
you have any comments or queries about using PE-
RIOD, please do not hesitate to e-mail me. All user 
input is gratefully received. 

Grant Privett, Starlink, Cardiff gjp@astro.cf.ac.uk 

mailto:gjp@astro.cf.ac.uk
http://www.astro.cf.ac.uk/pub/Grant.Privett/period.html
http://www.astro.cf.ac.uk/pub/Grant.Privett/period.html


The Raw Data 

300 400 600 

Time 
aoo 

F i g u r e 1. An example of some (synthetic) noisy cyclical data for processing by PERIOD. 

The Resultant Periodogram 
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Figu re 2. This shows the periodogram generated by PERIOD from the input data shown in Figure 1. 
frequencies detected in the data are indicated by the few points which lie well above the noise level. 
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New styles for Starlink documents 

 a better mousetrap, 
and the world will beat a path to your door. " 

It isn't t rue, of course. A major industry - adver-
tising - is based on its falsity. You've got to inform the 
people who are troubled with mice tha t you have a new 
and better t r ap . 

I t 's the same with Starlink software. There 's a lot 
of it about , and a lot of it is good stuff! 

One way to make users aware of what is available is 
to produce documentat ion, together with indexes and 
guides, like S U N / 1 . However, a sheaf of A4 pages 
packed with solid text and with a staple through the 
top isn't very appealing or easy to use. I t 's not the sort 
of thing tha t gets picked up in coffee rooms. So, this 
year we have tried extra hard to encourage users to find 
out about Starl ink's resources more effectively by pro-
ducing more at t ract ive documentat ion. Four new types 
have been produced, and they are described in the next 
sections. 

Glossies 

A set of single-sheet colour Glossies have been 
published which describe six of our most popular soft-
ware packages: 

C C D P A C K  C C D da ta reduction. 

 - CGS4  da ta reduction. 

C U R S A  Catalogue and table manipulat ion. 

F I G A R O - General da ta reduction. 

K A P P A  Image processing  visualisation. 

P I S A - Position, intensity, and shape. 

They were produced specifically for Starlink's dis-
play at the National Astronomy Meeting held at Liv-
erpool in April this year. These glossies give a quick 
answer to the question "What does  do?" for the pack-
ages described. They also provide  to sources 
of further information for those whose interest is cap-
tured. 

New user document pack 

The documents in the New User Document Pack 
have been revised and reissued in a handy, A5-sized 
format with a coloured cover. The pack comprises: 

S U G - S tar l ink U s e r ' s G u i d e . The "start here" 
document for new users. This issue is dated 
1st June 1996. The whole thing can be read 
in an hour, and it s tar ts off with a guided 
tour of Starl ink's central web pages which are 
packed with information. Don ' t miss it! 

S U N / 1 4 5 . 6 — U n i x , A n I n t r o d u c t i o n .  to 
use Starl ink's computers. Comes with a 
handy Quick Reference Card. 

 - S tar l ink Sof tware C o l l e c t i o n . A 
summary of the software available. Also 
comes with a Quick Reference Card. 

These are intended specifically for new users of Starlink 
facilities. Such people are likely to be young, dynamic, 
easy-going, fun-loving, vibrant. The cover design re-
flects this audience - it features our bold, daring hero: 
Captain Starlink. The documents are also ring-bound 
to make them easy to use as working documents kept 
by the terminal . 

Brochure 

The Starlink Brochure has been revised and repack-
aged in a handy A5 size: 

 —  Star l ink. Support for astronomi-
cal computing in the UK. 

This describes the purpose of Starlink and gives other 
background information. It is intended mainly for peo-
ple needing to learn about the Starlink Project in gen-
eral, perhaps for administrat ive purposes. These people 
are likely to be mature , astute, judicious, responsible, 
shrewd. For them, a more sober and formal cover has 
been designed, and the binding is more adapted for life 
on a shelf. 

Package documents 

Improved packaging has been introduced for docu-
ments associated with Major Software Packages. They 
now have a coloured cover in a consistent style, and the 
document code and package name are printed on the 
spine. So far, four documents have been issued in the 
new style: 

S U N / 4 1 . 4  I R C A M D R . IRCAM3  reduc-
tion. 

S U N / 8 6 . 1 1 - F I G A R O . General da t a reduction 

S U N / 1 3 7 . 4 - P O N G O . Interactive plott ing. 

S U N / 1 3 9 . 5  C C D P A C K . CCD da ta reduction 

Our aim is to build up a set of easily recognisable and 
at tractive Starlink documents associated with our ma-
jor application packages. 

Our other documents (the majori ty) will retain 
their current uti l i tarian style, as they do not warrant 
the extra pomp of coloured covers and special binding, 
and they are more volatile. 

Some of the new covers are illustrated in Figure 1 
opposite, so you will know what to look for. 

Mike Lawden, RAL, Starlink mdl@star.rl.ac.uk 
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Figu re 1. Top: samples of the new covers for Starlink package documents. The one on the left shows the revised 
format to be used for future issues (it includes the Starlink logo). The one on the right shows the design used for 
the first four releases. Bottom left: a sample of the new covers for Starlink introductory documents. Bottom right: 
a sample of the new cover for the Starlink brochure. 
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What HAVE they done to Figaro? 

A long-term goal in astronomical software is to 
make packages written by different authors co-operate 
harmoniously. Two advantages of this interoperability 
are that you are not tied to a single package (so you 
can select the best bits from several packages to do your 
work) and it reduces the need for software duplication. 

This article describes the results of recent efforts to 
improve the interoperability of Figaro, Starlink's pre-
mier spectroscopy package, which have led to a new 
release of the package. This paves the way for Figaro 
to become an IRAF package. 

Interoperability requires the ability to share data 
in a variety of formats. The key to enabling Figaro to 
share data lies in its conversion to use the NDF sub-
routine library. 

Advantages of the  library 

The version of Starlink Figaro in use last year ac-
cessed data through its DSA subroutine library. This 
reads Figaro's DST format, and also attempts to read 
NDF format (the standard Starlink data format). How-
ever, DSA's emulation of NDF is not perfect (for in-
stance, QUALITY and bad pixels are regarded as 
equivalent, and there is no support for pixel origins). 

NDF files are best read by using the NDF sub-
routine library. In addition, NDF has several powerful 
features not available in DSA. These are: 

Automatic format conversion. It can read and 
write data in a variety of foreign formats. 
(Data is converted  to or from NDF 
format before it is presented to the applica-
tion or written to  The conversions don't 
take long compared with other data process-
ing.) 

N D F sections. Subsets of data arrays (called 
NDF sections) can be manipulated. 

History recording. The processing to which data 
has been subjected can be recorded with the 
data. 

The conversion project 

Last year it was clear that if Figaro was converted 
to use NDF instead of DSA it would not only have the 
above features, but would also be able to take advantage 
of future developments in NDF, such as astrometric 
ordinate systems (already underway) and the process-
ing of wildcarded lists of files. Such a conversion would 
also make Figaro more consistent with other Starlink 
packages and enable their data-processing functions to 
be used interchangeably with those of Figaro. 

The Spectroscopy Software Strategy Group  a 
panel of astronomers which advises Starlink on the de-
velopment of its spectroscopy software - was seduced 

by the potential additional facilities, and the prospect 
of being able to use Figaro from the IRAF command 
language, that Starlink's proposed conversion offered, 
so it recommended that the work be done. The project 
became part of Starlink's software plans for 1996, and 
this culminated in the release of a new version of Figaro 
in June 1996. (The AAO version of Figaro has not been 
affected.) A further release (version 5.1-4) should have 
been made by the time this article is published. This 
solves bugs and problems which were found in the orig-
inal release. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
estimated wavelength [micron] 

F igu re 1. A typical long-slit spectrum with 
length along the x-axis and the slit position along the 
y axis, suitable for processing by Figaro. 

Conversion to the NDF library 

The conversion involved the production of a new 
subroutine library called FDA (Figaro Data Access). 
Its sole purpose is to enable Figaro to use the NDF 
library. The routines, written by Horst  
have a  interface, but use NDF routines inter-
nally instead of the original DTA routines (DTA was 
the Figaro equivalent of Starlink's low-level HDS data 
system). Thus, the conversion required only small mod-
ifications to application code. 

FDA should not be used in new applications. In-
stead, call NDF routines directly, or use the simple IMG 
interface described on page 5. 

Some ramifications of the conversion are: 

Default coordinate sy s t em changes . The de-
fault axis centres are now Starlink pixel 
ordinates rather than pixel indices. (The old 
system can be used if required.) 

E X A M replaced by H D S T R A C E . The com-
mand EXAM is withdrawn. Use the utility 
HDSTRACE instead. 

The new features of Starlink Figaro will now be de-
scribed in more detail. 
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Parameter name abbreviation 

Parameter names can now be abbreviated on the 
command line. For example, instead of: 

ICL> i s t a t image=myfile 

you might use: 

ICL> i s t a t im=myfile 

Name abbreviation is turned on with the command 
abbrev and turned off with the command noabbrev. 

Automatic format conversion 

The main and default data format for Figaro is 
now NDF. However, other data formats can be used as 
well. The old Figaro DST format is one such; others 
include FITS, IRAF, and GIF. 

 To use a non-NDF format, you must start up CON-
VERT in addition to Figaro  from the Unix shell you 
would type: 

  
  

or from ICL: 

ICL> figaro 
ICL> convert 

If an input file is specified without a file extension, 
as in the command: 

ICL> i s t a t  

the data-access process will try to read all known for-
mats in order of priority. However, you can specify a 
format for an individual file explicitly by including a 
file name extension. For example, to read a file in DST 
format you would type: 

ICL> i s t a t  

Currently, the extensions recognised, the formats 
addressed, and the default priority are: 

 NDF format 
 FITS format (d i sk FITS) 
 DST format (o ld Figaro) 
 IRAF (OIF) format 
 GASP format  
 unformatted b ina ry f i l e s 

  b ina ry f i l e s 
 ASCII f i l e s 
 t e x t f i l e s 
 GIF images 
 TIFF images 

 compressed NDF f i l e s 

You can add other formats to this list if you have 
appropriate conversion tools. You can, for example, 
enable Figaro to operate on private data formats. The 
default output format is NDF. SSN/20 describes how to 
alter this and change the precedence order given above, 
but the hyperlink located by the following command 
points to a more convenient summary. 

'/,  "Automatic Conversion" 

The environment variable  is 
no longer used. 

2.0 2.1 2 .2 2 .3  
wavelength [micron] 

2.5 

Figure 2. Figaro has derived the curvature (similar 
to S distortion) from an observation of the standard 
star and has applied a correction to the frame shown 
in Figure 1. Also, the final wavelength calibration has 
been derived from an arc spectrum and applied to the 
frame. 

NDF sections 

You can now use NDF sections of datasets. There 
are a number of ways to specify a section, as shown in 
this seven-dimensional example: 

f i l e ( 3 : 5 , 2 1 . 3 : 4 4 . 5 , 1 7 , 1 7 . 0 , 3 : , , : 9 9 ) 

1st axis: pixels 3 through 5 
2nd axis: pixels with axis values 

21.3 through 44.5 
3rd axis: pixel 17 only 
4th axis: only the pixel whose 

axis value=17.0 
5th axis: pixels 3 through to the 

end of the NDF 
6th axis: all pixels 
7th axis: pixels from the start of 

the NDF to pixel 99 

(3  
21 3 : 44 5 , 

17 
17  

3 : , 

9 9 ) 

The extent can also be specified with a tilde, as 
shown in this three-dimensional example: 
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 1st axis: 13 pixels centered on 
pixel 100 

 2nd axis: 20 pixels about the 
central pixel along 
this dimension 

  3rd axis: 50 pixels centered on 
the pixel with axis 
 

History recording 

You can now record the data-processing history of 
an NDF file. Since this information can be bulky com-
pared to the data array, especially for a spectrum, his-
tory recording is disabled by default. 

The KAPPA command HISSET lets you change 
the level of history recording to one of four levels: Dis-
abled, Quiet, Normal, and Verbose. The following com-
mand sets the recording level to Normal in the NDF 

 spectrum. 

 kappa # only needed i f you have not 
# act ivated KAPPA already 

 h i s s e t spectrum 

Thereafter, whenever you alter spectrum, or cre-
ate another NDF dataset from it, Figaro will automat-
ically record the name of the task run, the date and 
time, and some text comprising the command-line pa-
rameters and the full path of the application. 

You can disable or erase history recording by using 
HISSET: 

 hisset spectrum disabled 
'/, hisset spectrum erase 

KAPPA also provides commands for adding some 
commentary (HISCOM), and listing the history records 
(HISLIST).  you enter: 

•/. findme "NDF History" sun95 

and select the link "NDF History" you will find more 
information on these commands, together with some 

examples of their use. 

Figure 3. The Fourier transform of the image shown 
in Figure 1, as calculated and presented by Figaro. 

Default coordinate system changes 

Default coordinates in the new version of Figaro 
differ from those in the old Figaro by 0.5. Thus, a pixel 
with coordinates (1,1) in old Figaro will have coordi-
nates (0.5,0.5) in new Figaro. This is because NDF 
uses a different system from DSA. You can still use 
the old coordinate system by defining the environment 
variable  (The value of the variable 
doesn't matter - merely whether or not it exists.) Note, 
however, that if your dataset has defined axis centres, 
they will be used, irrespective of the existence of 
GARO_AXES. 

The feature controlled by  was in-
troduced in the release of Figaro which followed the 
original June 1996 release in which FDA made its de-
but. Thus, you may have created NDFs that have pixels 
in Starlink co-ordinates rather than old Figaro coordi-
nates. You can revert to using old Figaro coordinates 
in two ways: 

• Remove the entire axis structure (it stays a valid 
NDF). For example: 

 delobj myndf  

removes the axis structure from the NDF named 
myndf. However, erasing the axis structure also 
loses other axis information, such as the label and 
the axis centres along other dimensions. 

• Replace the axis centres with pixel indices along 
an individual axis by using the KAPPA task 
SETAXIS. For example: 

 s e tax i s spec mode=expr exprs=index 
 s e t a x i s image 2 expr  
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would assign pixel indices to the axis centres in the 
 NDF called spec , and to the second 

dimension's axis centres in the NDF called image. 

EXAM replaced by HDSTRACE 

All the facilities of the withdrawn EXAM com-
mand are available in HDSTRACE. One common use 
of EXAM was to list all the objects present in a file. 
This would have been done by: 

 exam  . 

The same thing can be done using HDSTRACE by: 

'/,  image f u l l 

The  keyword is only required if you want to view 
all elements of any array of structures, such as the axis 
structure in a multi-dimensional NDF. HDSTRACE 
displays the s tandard HDS data types so, for instance, 
you'll see <_REAL> for F l o a t , and a string of, say, 
six characters has type <_CHAR*6> rather than a six-
element array of Char type. 

You can access individual components like this: 

  image  f i g a r o .  

which might display: 

 <_REAL> 

AIRMASS 1.324 

End of T r a c e . 

This value could be used in a  script like this: 

s e t a i r m a s s =  \ 
 \ 

 g r e p "  
s h i f t a i r m a s s # D i s c a r d s t h e o b j e c t name 

then $ a i r m a s s will subst i tute the airmass value. 
If you want to trace a DST, the syntax is a little 

more complicated. Here are two examples: 

 h d s t r a c e  
% h d s t r a c e    

The backslash is needed to escape the " special 
character from the Unix shell. 

New documentation 

The Figaro User's Guide (SUN/86) is now avail-
able in hypertext form. Type: 

  sun86 

to access it. I t 's also available on paper with a glossy 
cover which has a labelled spine to make it easier to 
spot on the shelf. It has a more tutorial style than 
earlier versions, and includes a Beginner's Guide. 

There is also a set of tips on how to use Figaro in 
the next article (see below). 

Figaro support 

Sadly, Horst Meyerdierks has left Starlink for pas-
tures new, and new support arrangements for Star-
link Figaro have been made. If you have any Figaro-
related problems - queries about facilities, apparent 
bugs, or just general questions - contact Mart in Clay-
ton  The new  Li-
brary (FDA) is being looked after by Malcolm Cur-
rie  who should be contacted if 
you have questions about accessing non-Starlink da ta 
formats from Figaro. As usual, bugs should be re-
ported to the Starlink Software Librarian, Martin  

   uk) as well as to the Figaro support 
team. 

Malcolm J. Currie, Starlink, RAL mjc@star.rl.ac.uk 
Martin Clayton, Starlink, UCL mjc@star.ucl.ac.uk 

Figaro tips 

The previous article describes the latest advances 
in Starlink Figaro. This article gives you some tips on 
how to use it more effectively, and also answers some 
"frequently asked questions." 

1. How to process a list of files with a command. 

One way to process several files in a Unix C-shell is 
to use a foreach loop. For example, if you wanted 
to add a constant to all the files matching the wild-
card  . sdf you might type: 

 f o r e a c h f ( r u n l ? ? . sdf ) 
? i c a d d  5 .6  
? end 

If you wanted the output files to have the same 
root name but with some string appended, for ex-
ample  to become  then 
the above commands would change to: 

 foreach f ( runl??. sdf ) 
? icadd  5.6 $f:r_db 
? end 

You can store these commands in a script  
say) and run this instead of having to type the 
commands separately: 

 icmadd 5 . 6 r u n l ? ? . sdf 
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The icmadd script would look like this: 

# ! / b i n / c s h 
figaro # Load Figaro commands. 
set c = $1 # Get constant to be 

# added from first arg. 
shift # Throw away constant 

#  list of  
foreach f ( $* ) # Process file list. 

icadd  $c  
end 

2. How to save  space when using ISUBSET. 

If you use ISUBSET to remove unwanted parts of 
an image, the output file remains approximately 
the same size as the input file. This is the case 
even if you select only a very small part of the 
input dataset . 

This effect can be eliminated by using NDF sec-
tions, which result in smaller output files. For 
example, if you wanted to take a 100x100 pixel 
subset from an image, you might type: 

 isubset im=inimage ys=20 ye=119 \ 
xs=25 xe=124  

(note the use of abbreviated parameter names). 
The same subset can be obtained by: 

 i s u b s e t  ' \ 
ys=min ye=max xs=min xe=max \ 
 

the difference being tha t the file produced by this 
command will be smaller. If your dataset does 
not contain  axis centres, then the 
KAPPA command NDFCOPY is more succinct: 

     \ 
 

3. How to use the value of a parameter  one com-
mand in a following command. 

Sometimes you may want, for example, to take the 
median of an image obtained using ISTAT, and use 
it as the FACTOR in an  command. This 
can be clone as follows: 

'/, i s t a t im=image median 
'/, i c s u b im=image  \ 

 

This assumes that the environment variable 
ADAM_USER points to the directory where your pa-
rameter files are stored - by default, this is  
(the directory adam in your home directory). 
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4. How to access a  file explicitly via the new 
Figaro Data-Access Library (FDA). 

If you wish to access a da ta file which has the same 
root name as an NDF file, you must give the full 
filename to select tha t file explicitly. For example, 
if you have two files  sdf (an NDF file) and 

 d s t (a DST file) in the same directory, then: 

 f i g a r o 
 convert 
 i c s u b image 4 output 

will select the NDF file, assuming you have not 
altered the default precedence used, and: 

 figaro 
 convert 
 icsub  4 output 

will select the DST file. 

(See also the accompanying article on Figaro on 
page 16). 

Martin Clayton, Starlink, UCL mjc@star.ucl.ac.uk 
Malcolm J. Currie, Starlink, RAL  

KAPPA update 

Around the t ime the previous Bulletin was be-
ing put to bed, the last major release (version 0.9) of 
KAPPA  Starlink's main image-processing package -
occurred. This article summarises the changes. 

Accesses foreign data formats 

The most significant development is tha t KAPPA 
can process datasets stored in formats other than the 
Starlink s tandard NDF. In fact, some other software -
normally the CONVERT package - performs 'on-the-
fly' conversions from the foreign format to NDF format 
before KAPPA itself accesses the dataset . The follow-
ing commands: 

 convert 
 kappa 

enable (make usable) KAPPA and the automat ic con-
version of common formats, including FITS, IRAF OIF, 
and Figaro DST. The foreign formats are normally 
recognised by their file extension, thus: 

 block  output.gif 3 

smooths the FITS file  using a  
block average creating GIF file o u t p u t . g i f . A full list 
of supported formats and their standard file extensions 
is given on page 17. More examples and other options 
are described in the hypertext located by the command: 

mailto:mjc@star.rl.ac.uk
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 findme "Automatic Conversion" sun95   sun95 

New and revised commands 

The release included: 

• 39 new applications spanning areas such as mask-
ing, transformations and resampling, deconvolu-
tion, simple polarimetry, history recording, aids 
to writing shell scripts, setting axis components, 
editing and exporting ancillary data, and defining 
a sky co-ordinate system. 

• 6 new synonyms for easier use of the graphics 
database . 

• over 50 improved commands. 

Among the last category are 16 converted to use 
the NDF rather than the IMAGE format, and so have 
much-improved documentat ion and functionality, such 
as working in  Several other commands, 
previously restricted to two dimensions, now operate 
on spectra too, for instance BLOCK and FOURIER. 
MEM2D works on both Solaris and Digital Unix, and 
has no array-size restriction. MATHS supports tokens 
for co-ordinates, and therefore it can generate test da ta 
of virtually arbi trary functions. There are many more 
output parameters , notably in N D F T R A C E , tha t make 
writing scripts easier. 

Global changes 

In addit ion to au tomat ic conversion, the release 
featured numerous global changes. Examples include 
the propagation of the NDF title component by de-
fault, improved instructions for cursor interactions, and 
faster processing through a more efficient management 
of workspace. Another improvement arising from the 
infrastructure is optional parameter-name abbreviation 
(see page 17). 

Documentation 

The documentat ion is greatly expanded and re-
vised. SUN/95.9 includes more examples, especially 
from the shell showing escaped metacharacters; more 
tutorials; new sections on writing C-shell scripts, mask-
ing, FITS impor t and export, and NDF history; and 
rewritten sections. The format has improved: SUN/95 
is spiral-bound so the manual stays open at the page 
you want, and it has a distinctive and hard-wearing 
coloured cover. 

Some may find the paper SUN/95 intimidating by 
its sheer size, but 80 per cent of its 450 pages contain 
detailed descriptions of the commands and other ap-
pendices. For the first t ime there is a hypertext form 
of the document . To see it, type this: 

It contains coloured illustrations, and about 2500 inter-
nal and external hyperlinks to other  The 
hyperlinks enable occasional users to find relevant back-
ground information and conventions quickly, and to lo-
cate descriptions of related commands in Starlink pack-
ages. If you spot any places where a new hyperlink 
would help you, please mail me with your suggestions. 

For the first t ime there is a quick-reference card. 
This lists the commands and functions alphabetically 
and by topic. There is also a summary of parameter 
usage. 

F i g u r e 1. A composite picture produced by KAPPA. 
Bottom: Logarithmic histogram. Top right: Image 
with a slice through the data superimposed. Top left: 
Point-spread function determined from multiple star 
images and a 3-D histogram of the fit. 

Further details 

There are too many improvements to make a com-
prehensive list in this article. For an inventory of the 
changes you should look at the KAPPA help, accessed 
(after enabling KAPPA with kappa) by the command: 

 kaphelp Changes V0.9 

or at the hypertext release notes, obtained by entering: 

 f indme " R e l e a s e N o t e s " sun95 

and clicking on the V0.9 hyperlink. 

Malcolm J. Currie, Starlink, RAL  
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Figure 1. The 6825Â (red) and 7082À (green) Raman scattered  VI emission lines of symbiotic system  
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POLMAP - An interactive data analysis 
package for linear spectropolarimetry 

The past decade has seen heightened interest in 
the use of polarization spectra as an astrophysical di-
agnostic, primari ly due to the provision of the highly 
quan tum efficient detectors t ha t are required to achieve 
signal-to-noise ratios in excess of 1000. Starlink dis-
tr ibutes software (a combination of FIGARO and T S P 
routines) tha t may be used to reduce spectropolarimet-
ric data , but until now the analysis of such da ta has 
been limited to the use of a small number of T S P pro-
grams. 

P O L M A P provides a method for plotting, manipu-
lating and measuring linear polarization spectra using a 
powerful command-line interface. Over 100 commands 
are available in the current version  including 
facilities for plotting, rebinning, editing, adding, sub-
tract ing, and merging spectra, and polynomial and 

 fitting. Information on all the commands 
can be accessed via the on-line help function. 

P O L M A P is operated from its own command-line. 
Parameters are requested via prompts , or can be en-
tered in order on the  and multiple com-
mands (separated by commas) may be placed on a sin-
gle line. Several polarization spectra can be manipu-
lated simultaneously within POLMAP, with the spec-
t ra stored in a stack format (which should be familiar 
to users of DIPSO) . 

Construction of command files allows the user to 
create da ta analysis pipelines or complicated figures, 
while the user's global preferences (e.g. plotting styles 
and graphics device type) are stored in a  file 
in the user's home directory. 

P O L M A P is capable of reading the NDF files pro-
duced by TSP, in addit ion to an ASCII format. 

A linear polarization spectrum consists of the to-
tal intensity I and the two Stokes intensities Q and 
U ( alternatively expressed as a vector of magni tude P 
and position angle 9) along with their respective errors. 
Spectra can be plotted as a function of wavelength, with 
the polarization binned to a constant error, which re-
sults in a spectrum with a higher wavelength resolution 
in the higher signal-to-noise regions. Three (either  
Q and  or I, P and 9) or four  P, PI, 9) separate 
panels can be plotted, and most of the annotat ion may 
be altered to suit the user's preferences. Alternatively, 
the spectrum may be plotted in  space (q —  

 = U/I). 
Figure 1 (on the previous page) shows the Raman 

scattered emission lines in symbiotic system H2-38. 
The upper panel demonstrates the t r i p l o t com-

mand, with the spectra binned to a constant error of 
0.2% in P. (Note how the green emission line has a 
poorer spectral resolution due to its lower signal-to-
noise rat io) . 

The lower panel shows the same polarization spec-
t ra plotted in  space, with the arrows showing the 

blue-to-red wavelength direction. (The  ro-
tat ion of 9 through the emission line in the upper figure 
corresponds to a loop in the  plane.) 

The P O L M A P package is described in SUN/204. 

Tim Harries, St Andrews tjh@st-and.ac.uk 

An impossible observation 

The  scale image, shown in Figure 1 (on the 
next page), shows an impossible observation. 

It is a single longslit spectrum in the light of 
 collected from a strip 1080" long across the 

planetary nebula NGC 7293. The spatial pixel resolu-
tion varies from  to 1'.'5 and the spectrum has 3392 
elements in the spatial direction. 

This  is not the product of some ex-
citing new instrument, but is the result of using Star-
link's CCDPACK CCD da ta reduction package to com-
bine multiple observations. These observations were 
taken using different detectors and dispersions, on dif-
ferent observing trips, under different observing condi-
tions, and with different exposure times, but they have 
been combined into a single, photometrically uniform, 
longslit spectrum. 

The CCDPACK software for reducing CCD ob-
servai ons has a suite of programs which allows large 
  rs of CCD frames to be aligned, normalised, and 
combined into a mosaic. This permits l imitations on 
the field size, dynamic range, or signal/noise rat io  
CCD observations to be improved very easily. All of 
this processing can be performed automatically. The 
minimum information required is the set of frames to 
be combined - this is normally "wild-carded." 

In the example shown here, the MAKEMOS pro-
gram in CCDPACK has been used to combine the in-
dividual frames (shown in Figure 2 on the next page) 
into a single mosaic by "median-stacking" them (tak-
ing the median pixel value at each point) . One might 
expect this to produce a raw-looking mosaic showing 
the frames correctly registered, but with an unsmooth 
appearance due to changes in sky-brightness and a tmo-
spheric transparency (or exposure t ime) between ob-
servations. However, MAKEMOS has inter-compared 
frames where they overlap to determine the relative 
background level and exposure t ime. MAKEMOS then 
calculated a set of optimised corrections which brings 
all the frames into the best possible agreement. It ap-
plied these corrections and Figure 1 displays the result-
ing mosaic. 

After this normalisation, the resulting mosaic is 
smooth and photometrically uniform. 

The CCDPACK software is described in SUN/139. 

Myfanwy Bryce, Manchester mbryce@ast.man.ac.uk 
Chris Clayton, Starlink, RAL cac@star.rl.ac.uk 
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F i g u r e 1. A smooth and photometrically uniform longslit spectrum showing the  line from a virtual slit 
1080" long (3392 pixels) placed across the planetary nebula NGC 7293. 

    

  

  

 

  

       

F i g u r e 2. Subsets (showing just the  line) of the 9 calibrated IPCS (lower) and CCD (upper) spectra 
prior to the mosaicing procedure. The original IPCS frames were 120 x 643, and the CCD frames were 512 x 900. 
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Starlink questionnaire, 1996 

The Starlink Software Survey, 1996 was distributed 
to all Starl ink's registered users in March of this year. 
This questionnaire was similar to, but shorter than, the 
one distr ibuted in January 1994 (and reported on in is-
sue 13, May 1994, of this Bulletin). The response to 
the latest survey (513 forms out of 1945) was similar to 
tha t in 1994, and has yielded a lot of valuable da ta for 
the Project to consider. Once again: 

M a n y t h a n k s t o e v e r y o n e w h o too k t h e 
t i m e a n d t r o u b l e t o  a n d r e t u r n 
t h e i r q u e s t i o n n a i r e ! 

The highlights of the new da ta are presented in the 
graphs on the next two pages. These are shown in a 
similar format to tha t used in issue 13, so readers who 
still have tha t copy will be able to make a direct com-
parison. As before, I jus t show the top answers. A 
more complete analysis will be published later. 

Software packages 

As in 1994, the document typesetting program  
(which includes  is the most popular item, with 
the e-mail utili ty P INE coming second. In fact, 7 out 
of the top 10 i tems are software utilities, with only two 
da ta analysis packages ( IRAF and  mak-
ing an appearance. This is to be expected, as popular 
utilities, such as these, tend to be used by everyone, 
whereas individual da ta analysis packages will only be 
used by people doing tha t particular type of work. The 
top 10 (out of 50) da ta analysis packages in 1996 are: 

IRAF 897 
SAOIMAGE 865 
FIGARO 726 
CONVERT 625 
SM 538 
 487 
KAPPA 484 
DIPSO 442 
AIPS 340 
PONGO 275 

The survey asked for "importance" and "quality" 
rat ings for each package. Broadly, the new results are 
very similar to those obtained two years ago. There 
continues to be a demand for a wide variety of packages 
with a broad spectrum of usage. 

The impression gained is of a very stable pat tern 
of software usage, with considerable user loyalty to par-
ticular software packages. This is not particularly sur-
prising as most users have considerable intellectual (and 
data) investment in the software they use. There was a 
small overall improvement in quality ratings and a small 
minority of packages did exhibit significant changes in 
importance. 

The most significant increases were in IRAF and 
IDL. This isn't surprising, given  increased 
IRAF support activity over the last two years and the 
increasing number of IDL licenses we have provided. 

Software source 

Perhaps the most significant change to emerge 
since the last survey was in the distribution of sources 
from which users acquire their astronomical software. 
Starlink remains by far the most impor tan t source, and 
has increased its share from 46.3% to 54.5% over two 
years. This increase is best explained by a decrease 
in  software. This is still the second most 
impor tant source, but has declined to only 15.7%. 

This seems to show tha t in responding to the issues 
raised by the 1994 survey, Starlink has increased its 
relevance to users and reduced their need to develop 
software for themselves. 

Software improvements 

The suggestions for improvements to Starlink soft-
ware differ little from those in the last survey. "More 
intuitive," "better documented," and "easier to use" 
continue to head the list. However, the difference be-
tween them is much reduced, showing tha t there has 
been a significant impact in tackling these highest pri-
ority problems, which are now less pressing in relative 
terms than they were. 

Document improvements 

Similar comments apply to the suggestions for im-
provements to documentat ion. The need for 
books" and "more practical examples" continue to head 
the list, closely followed by "better overviews of the 
software available." There is less demand for "more 
line documentat ion," presumably as a result of recent 
improvements in this area. Once again, there is a nar-
rowing spread of preferences. 

User interests 

Once again, the user community appears quite sta-
ble, with only minor changes since the previous survey. 
"E-mail  file transfer," "CCD da ta reduction," "Spec-
troscopy and Image Processing" continue to be by far 
the most impor tan t areas of interest. 

Conclusion 

There are no startl ing and few unexpected changes 
revealed by the latest survey. Instead, it shows a solid 
improvement since the previous survey, primarily as a 
result of a concerted effort directed at the highest prior-
ity problems over the last two years. As a result, Star-
link's relevance to UK astronomers has significantly and 
measurably improved, and it remains by far the most 
impor tant supplier of software for UK astronomers. 
Mike Lawden, Starlink, RAL mdl@star.rl.ac.uk 
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Starlink Software Survey - Questionnaire 1996 
Top scorers 

Q1 - Software importance 
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Figure 1. These three bar charts show the ten software items which obtained the highest marks in the 1996 Starlink 
Software Survey on measures of Software importance (upper), Software quality (middle), and Document quality 
(lower). One significant factor, which is not taken into account in these charts, is that the average marks shown are, 
in some cases, based on a small number of answers (less than 10); this reduces their significance. 
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Starlink Software Survey  Questionnaire  
Top scorers 

Q2 - Software source 
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Q5 - Interests and expertise 
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F i g u r e 2 . These four bar charts show the options which got the highest response in the 1996 Starlink Software 
Survey for questions on Software source (top), Software improvements (upper middle), Document improvements 
(lower middle), and Interests and expertise (bottom). 
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STARLINK INFORMATION 

Starlink sites  site managers: 
B I R M I N G H A M : School of Physics and Space Research, Uni-
versity of B i rmingham, Edgbas to n Pa rk Road, BIRMINGHAM, 
B15 2 T T . Tel: 0121-414-6447. 
Bill  s tar@star .s r .bham.ac .uk 
B R I S T O L : Dept of Physics, University of Bristol, Tyndal l Av-
enue, BRISTOL, BS8 1TL. Tel: 0117-928-7869. 

  Steff.Watkins@bristol.ac.uk 
C A M B R I D G E : This is a single Star l ink node serving three or-
ganisat ions: 
(1 ) Royal Greenwich Observatory, Madingley Road, CAMBRIDGE, 
CB3 OEZ. TT: 01223-374000. 
(2) Ins t i tu te of Astronomy, University of Cambridge, Madingley 
Road, C A M B R I D G E , CB3 0HA. Tel: 01223-337548. 
(3) Mullard Radio As t ronomy Observatory, Cavendish Labora-
tory, Madingley Road, C A M B R I D G E , CB3 0HE. Tel: 01223-
337200. 

 Bunclark, Phil  Andrew Batey, Jonathan Smoker. 
s tar@ast .cam.ac.uk (1  2); 
David Titterington. d j t@mrao.cam.ac.uk (3). 
C A R D I F F : Dept of Physics  Astronomy, University of Wales 
College of Cardiff, P O Box 913, C A R D I F F , CF2 3YB. Tel: 01222-
874000 X5282. Rodney  star@astro.cf.ac.uk 
D U R H A M : Dept of Physics, University of Durham , South Road, 
DURHAM, DH1 3LE. Tel: 0191-374-2131. 
Alan Lotts,  Murray.  
E D I N B U R G H : This is a single Star l ink node serving two or-
ganisations: 
(1) Royal Observatory Edinburgh . 
(2) Ins t i tu te for Astronomy, Dept of Physics and Astronomy, Uni-
versity of Ed inburgh . 
These share the same address : Blackford Hill,  EH9 
3H.I. Tel: 0131-668-8377. 
John Barrow.   s tar@roe.ac.uk 
G L A S G O W : Dept of Physics  Astronomy, University of Glas-
gow, GLASGOW , G12 8QQ. Tel: 0141-339-8855 X4268. 

  s tar@astro.gla.ac.uk 
H E R T S :  of Physical Sciences, University of Hertfordshire, 
College Lane, HATFIELD, Herts ,   
Tel: 01707-284601. Tim  s tar@star .her ts .ac .uk 

 Astrophysics Group , Dept of Physics, Blackett Labora-
tory,  Pr ince Consort Rd, LONDON,  2BZ. 
Tel: 0171-594-7538. Nick  star@ic.ac.uk 

 B A N K : Nuffield Radio Ast ronomy Lab, University 
of Manchester , Jodrel l Bank , MACCLESFIELD , Cheshire,  
9DL. Tel: 01477-571321 X284. Ray Riggs. s tar@jb.man.ac.uk 
K E E L E : Dept of Physics, University of  KEELE, Staffs, 
ST5 5BG. Tel: 01782-584229. 
Barry  s tar@astro.keele.ac.uk 
K E N T : Electronic Engineer ing Lab, University of Kent, CAN-
TERBURY, Kent , CT2 7NT. Tel: 01227-823190. 

 Rehan. s tar@star .ukc.ac .uk 
L E I C E S T E R : Dept of Physics a n d Astronomy, University of 
Leicester, University Rd, L E I C E S T E R ,  7RH. Tel: 0116-252-
3599. Geoff Mellor. s tar@star . le .ac.uk 
L I V E R P O O L : Astrophysics Group , School of Electrical Engi-
neering, Electronics a n d Physics, Liverpool John Moores Univer-
sity,  St, L I V E R P O O L , L3 3AF. Tel: 0151-231-2289. 
Alan  s tar@starul . l iv jm.ac .uk 
M A N C H E S T E R : Dept of Astronomy, University of Manch-
ester, Oxford Road, M A N C H E S T E R , M13 9PL. Tel: 0161-275-
4236. John  star@ast.man.ac.uk 

N O R T H E R N I R E L A N D : The following two sites are regarded 
as a single  node : 
(1) Armagh Observatory, College Hill, ARMAGH, BT61 9DG. 
Tel: 01861-522928. Martin  s tar@star .arm.ac .uk 
(2) Dept of Pu r e a n d Applied Physics, Queen 's University of 
Belfast, BELFAST, B T 7  Tel: 01232-245133 X3648. 
Paul Brown,   s tar@qub.ac.uk 
O X F O R D : Astrophysics, Astrophysics a n d Nuclear Physics Lab, 

 Road, OXFORD,  3RH. Tel: 01865-273311. 
Paul Collison. s tar@astro.ox.ac.uk 

P R E S T O N : Centre for Astrophysics, University of Centra l Lan-
cashire, Corpora t ion St, P R E S T O N ,  2HE. Tel: 01772-
893564. Andy Adamson. s tar@uclan.ac.uk 
Q M W : Dept of Physics, Queen Mary and  College, Mile 
E n d Road, LONDON, E l 4NS. Tel: 0171-975-5053. 
Richard Frewin. s tar@qmw.ac.uk 
R A L : Rutherford Apple ton Laboratory, Chil ton, D I D C O T , Oxon, 
0 X 1 1 OQX Tel: 01235-821900. 
(1) Project cluster: Building R68. 
David Rawlinson, X6471. oper@star.r l .ac.uk 
(2) Astrophysics cluster: Building  
Barry  X5427. s tar@ast .s tar .r l .ac.uk 

S T A N D R E W S : School of Physics and Astronomy, University 
of St Andrews, Nor th Haugh, ST A N D R E W S , Fife, KY16 9SS. 
Tel: 01334-463141. Roger Stapleton. s tar@st-and.ac.uk 

S H E F F I E L D : Dept of Physics, University of Sheffield, The Hicks 
Building, Hounsfield Road, S H E F F I E L D, S3 7RH. Tel: 0114-282-
4577. Phil  star@sheffield.ac.uk 
S O U T H A M P T O N : Dept of Physics, University of Sou thamp-
ton, S O U T H A M P T O N , S 0 1 7 1BJ. Tel: 01703-592080. 
Mike Hill, Simon  s tar@phastr .soton.ac.uk 

S U S S E X : Astronomy Centre , The School of Chemistry, Physics 
 Environmenta l Science, University of Sussex, B R I G H T O N , 

East Sussex,  9QH. Tel: 01273-678478. 
Stuart Keir. s tar@star .maps.susx.ac.uk 

U C L : Dept of Physics  Astronomy, University College London, 
 Street , LONDON,  6BT. Tel: 0171-380-7147. 

John  s tar@star .ucl .ac.uk 

Starlink World Wide Web address: 
All sites can be accessed from h t tp : / / s t a r -www. r l . a c .uk / 

Starlink contacts at RAL: 
Tel:  All  are on star.rl.ac.uk, except Alan 
Penny who is on ast.star.rl.ac.uk 
Project Manager: Patrick Wallace X5372 (ptw) 
Project Scientist: Alan Penny X5675 (ajp) 
Head of Operations: John Sherman X6367  
Head of Software: Rodney Warren-Smith X6165 (rfws) 
Environment Support Group: Brian  X6478  
Document Librarian: Mike Lawden X6254  
Software Librarian: Martin  X5363 (ussc) 

Starlink contract programmers: 
David Berry, Manchester, dsb@ast.man.ac.uk, Tel: 0161-275-4226 
Clive Davenhall, Edinburgh, acd@roe.ac.uk 
Martin Clayton, UCL,  Tel: 0171-380-7147 
Peter Draper, Durham, P.W.Draper@durham.ac.uk 
Grant Privett, Cardiff, gjp@astro.cf.ac.uk 
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Alphabetical 

This is an alphabetical list of  which are associated with Starlink 
software. To the right of each  is a code (e.g.  or another name. 
A code in normal type means that the name is listed overleaf under that 
code, together with a  and a reference to its documentation. 
A code in italics means that the name is not listed overleaf as it is of no 
interest to most users (the codes are X2 (obsolete) and X3 (operational)). 
A name (bold face) means that the name on the left is associated with it 
- for details, look under the entry for the right hand name. Thus, to find 
out about LATEX, look under TEX. 

A2PS U3 GENSTAT P9 
ADAM I GHOSTSCRIPT U3 
AGI S3 GKS S3 
AIPS  GNS S3 
ARD S2 GRAPHPAR S3 
ARY S2 GRP S2 
ASTERIX P6  PGPLOT 
ASTROM Ul GWM S3 
ASURV P9 

HDS S2 
CAT S2 HDSTRACE Ul 
CATAPP P5 HELP HLP 
CATPAC P5 HLP S4 
CCDPACK P7 HTX U3 
CGS4DR P7 
CHART Ul ICL I 
CHR S4 IDI S3 
CLUSTAN P9 IDL  
CNF S4 IMG S2 
   I 
CONVERT P8 IRAF  
CURSA P5 IRAS90 P7 

IRCAMDR P7 
DAOPHOT P2  P7 
DIPSO P3 ISPELL U3 
DOCFIND U2 IUEDR P7 

ECHOMOP P3  P7 
EDT  JED JED U3 
EMACS U3 JPL  
EMAIL U2 
EMS S4 KAPPA P2 
ERR MERS 
ESP P2 LATEX TEX 
EVE EMACS LATEX2HTML U3 
EXPECT I 

MAG S2 
FIGARO P3 MAPLE P9 
findme HTX MEMSYS  
FIO S2 MERS S4 
FITSIO S2 MESSGEN U4 
FORMLOAD Ul MIDAS  
FORUM U2 MONGO  
FTNCHEK U4 MOSAIC U2 

MSG MERS 
GCC U4 
GENERIC U4 NAG  

 S2 
 AR S3 

NDF S2 
 P3 
NEWS U2 
NFIGARO FIGARO 
NUTPU U3 

OBSERVE  

PAR S2 
 S4 
PDA  
PERIOD P4 
PERL U2 
PGPLOT S3 
PHOTOM P2 
PINE U2 
PISA P2 
POLMAP P4 
PONGO P10 
PRIMDAT S2 
PSMERGE U3 
 S4 

REF S2 
REPACK P7 
RIO FIO 
RPS  
RV  

SAE 1 
SAOIMAGE P2 
SGS S3 
 HTX 
SKYCAL  
SKYCALENDAR SKYCAL 
SLALIB  
SM P10 
SNX S3 
SOFTLINK X3 
SPAG U4 
SPECDRE P3 
SPECX P6 
SPT U4 
STAR2HTML U3 
STARADMIN U2 
STARMAN P2 
STARTCL I 
STARX U4 

TAUCAL FIGARO 
TCL I 
TEX U3 
TK I 
TPOINT  
TRANSFORM S2 
TSP P4 
TWODSPEC P3 

 P7 

XADAM i 
XANADU PI 
XDISPLAY U2 
XIMAGE XANADU 
XRONOS XANADU 
XSPEC XANADU 
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Name Description Documents 

Packages 

 General Purpose 
AIPS Image processing  
IDL Interactive data language M29-31.161 
IRAF Image reduction & analysis   

 Munich image data analysis 
XANADU  software system 

P2: Image Processing & Photometry 
DAOPHOT Stellar photometry  
ESP Extended surface photometry S180 
KAPPA Image processing & visualisation S95 
PHOTOM Aperture photometry S45 
PISA  intensity &  S109 
SAOIMAGE Image display S166M140 
STARMAN Stellar photometry S141 

P3: Spectroscopy 
DIPSO Display & plotting S50 
ECHOMOP Echelle data reduction S152 
FIGARO General data reduction  
NDPROGS n-d data analysis S19 
SPECDRE Data reduction S140 
TWODSPEC Longslit S16 

P4: Time Series & Polarimetry 
PERIOD Time series analysis  
POLMAP Linear spectropolarimetry S204 
TSP Time series & polarimetry S66 

P5: Database Management 
CATAPP Sample use of CAT routines S181 
CATPAC Catalogues & tables S120 
CURSA Catalogues & tables S190 

P6: Specific Wavelengths 
ASTERIX X-ray data processing  
SPECX mm-wave spectral data  

P7: Specific Instruments 
CCDPACK CCD S139 
CGS4DR UK1RT (CGS4) S27 
IRAS90 IRAS  
IRCAMDR   S41 
IRCAMPACK UKIRT (IRCAM) S177 
IUEDR  G3,7 S37 M45-7 
JCMTDR   
REPACK ROSAT (wide-field camera) S208 

 ROSAT (wide-field camera) S62 

P8: Format Conversion 
CONVERT Format conversion S55 

P9: Mathematics & Statistics 
ASURV Data with upper limits  
CLUSTAN Cluster analysis  

Document codes: C=SC; G=SG; S=SUN; M=MUD; E=SGP; Y=SSN 

Name Description Documents 

GENSTAT Statistical dala analysis     
MAPLE  manipulation   

P10: Graphics 
MONGO Interactive plotting S64 M54 
PONGO Interactive plotting S137 
SM  plotting 

Utilities 

 

 Astronomical Utilities 
ASTROM Basic astrometry S5 
CHART Finding chart S32 
 Coordinate conversion S56 
FORMLOAD Electronic form filler S22 
HDSTRACE HDS object listing S102 
OBSERVE Check star observability S146 
RPS Submit ROSAT proposals S18 
RV Radial velocity correction S78 
SKYCAL Interactive almanac/calculator  
TPOINT Telescope pointing analysis S100 

U2: General Utilities 
DOCFIND Starlink document search S38 
EMAIL E-mail  S182 
FORUM Computer conferencing S205 Y33 
MOSAIC WWW browser  
NEWS  news & job adverts S195 
PERL Extraction & report language S193 
PINE E-mail  
STARADMIN User database maintainer Y27 
XDISPLAY X-windows display setup S129 

U3: Document Preparation 
A2PS Ascii to PostScript  84 
EMACS Text editor  
GHOSTSCRIPT PostScript previewer S197 
HTX Hypertext utilities S188 
ISPELL Spelling checker S189 
JED Text editor  
LATEX2HTML LaTeX to HTML converter S201  
NUTPU Text editor S192 
PSMERGE Merge PostScript files S164 
STAR2HTML Starlink to HTML converter S199 
TEX Document typesetting   

 Y24 

U4: Programming Support 
FTNCHEK Fortran code checker S172M153 
GCC C compiler 
GENERIC Generic Fortran routines S7 
MESSGEN Error message generation S185 
SPAG Fortran code improver  
SPT Porting tools  1 
STARX X Library linking Y21 

 Description Documents 

Subroutine Lib  

SI: Astronomical &  
JPL Solar system  S87 
MEMSYS Maximum entropy  
NAG Numerical maths & statistics  
PDA Public domain algorithms S194 
SLALIB Positional astronomy S67 

52: Data Access & Management 
ARD Region description language S183 
ARY Access ARRAY objects  
CAT Access catalogues S181 
FIO Fortran  S143 
FITSIO FITS  on disk  
GRP Object group management S150 
HDS Hierarchical data system  E38 
IMG Simple image data access S160 
MAG Magnetic tape handling 
NBS Noticeboard system S77 
NDF Access NDF objects S33 Y20 
PAR Parameter system S114 
PRIMDAT Process primitive data S39 
REF Reference HDS objects  
TRANSFORM Coordinate transformation S61 

S3: Graphics 
AGI Graphics database S48 
GKS Low-level graphics  
GNS Workstation name service S57 
GRAPHPAR ADAM graphics SI  
GWM X window manager S130 
 Image display interface S65 M28 
NCAR High-level graphics S88 M59 
PGPLOT High-level graphics  
SGS Simple interface to GKS  
SNX SGS-to-NCAR connection S90 

S4: Other 
CHR Character handling S40 
CNF  programming S209 
EMS Error message service Y4 
HLP Interactive help system S124 
MERS Message & error reporting S104 
 Parameter & communications Y29 
 Posix interface S121 

Infrastructure (I) 
ADAM Software environment  

E45 Y44-5,64 
EXPECT User emulation S200 
ICL Command language G4,5 
 Starlink initialisation files 
SAE Environment base files S191 
STARTCL Starlink additions to TCL S186 
TCL Embedded command language  
TK X-window toolkit for TCL  
XADAM GUI interface S178 

 


